
SCREENING KIT
Thank you for your interest in Plastic Warriors and eagerness to engage in the fight against plastic pollution. We hope 
this film serves as a catalyst for conversation and change. To help navigate your screening we have included the follow-
ing approved materials: a film overview, trailer, social media promotions, and more information about plastic pollution 
and the Bahamas Plastic Movement. 

plastic warriors screening 
kit contents:  

attachments include: 

plastic warriors 

film overview

link to trailer & film

social media promotion guides 

bahamas plastic movement

biographies & quotes

external resources

partners

discussion questions

thank you!

p.2

p.3

p.4-6

p.7

p.8-9

p.10

p.11

p.12

p.13

- trailer 

 ~https://tinyurl.com/y285phe9

- approved photos for social media  

   promotions: 

 ~https://tinyurl.com/y5pnu2de

- film poster 

 ~https://tinyurl.com/y66e5nce



FILM OVERVIEW
 The Bahamas, a country recognized globally for its stunning seascapes and wealth of fauna and 
flora, is a true paradise on Earth. However, this paradise is polluted by plastic. The marine litter concen-
trations for The Bahamas and the wider Caribbean is nearly three times the global average, with an accu-
mulation rate of  up to six hundred million metric tonnes of plastic by 2025 for The Bahamas.
 
 On the frontlines of tackling this issue is Kristal Ambrose, also known as “Kristal Ocean”, a 
marine and environmental scientist who grew up loving the oceans surrounding her island home of The 
Bahamas. After sailing across the Pacific Ocean to study an oceanic “garbage patch”, she returned home 
to affect change by inspiring both the government and its citizens to move towards creating a plastic-free 
Bahamas through her non-profit organization Bahamas Plastic Movement (BPM). Plastic Warriors 
follows her unique approach to education and activism. Kristal connects Bahamian youth to the marine 
environment and empowers them to use their voice to protect the natural environment and create legisla-
tion aimed at its protection-these are the plastic warriors. In 2020, The Bahamas passed a law banning 
select  single-use plastics, a monumental law brought forward by the plastic warriors, 

 Shot with vintage anamorphic lenses to exalt the beauty of The Bahamas landscapes’, Plastic War-
riors is a documentary that follows Kristal’s fight to battle plastic pollution in The Bahamas and high-
lights the possibilities of change to protect the environment through youth empowerment.

run time: 10 minutes 29 seconds. / format: hd 1920x1080, 23.98fps, stereo
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Link to Trailer & Film
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trailer ~  https://tinyurl.com/y285phe9 : The 28 second film trailer provides a 
glimpse of Plastic Warriors that can be shared to generate interest for the film through 
your website or social media.

film ~ https://vimeo.com/bahamasplasticmovement 

 If the film does not load, slightly scroll down and look for a ‘Download’ button 
on the right-hand side of the screen. From there, you can choose from a variety of 
qualities to download the film to your device; we suggest downloading HD 1080p for 
the best quality. If you are unable to download the HD 1080p version please choose 
the version best suited for you.  

 If you wish to have Kristal Ambrose or Bahamas Plastic Movement representa-
tives speak at your event or if you experience any technical difficulties, please con-
tact us at bahamasplasticmovement@gmail.com at least 10 days prior to your screen-
ing. 
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Promotional Assets

social media Assets
Here you can find captions, images, and hashtags to promote the film via social media and 

highlight easy everyday changes to reduce our plastic footprints. 
hashtags: 

Below are some hashtag options to connect those interested in plastic pollution and Plastic War-
riors. Please consider using these in your posts about this film. 

#PlasticFreeJuly: A global challenge to reduce single-use plastics during July to raise awareness 
about plastic pollution and reduce our carbon footprints, creating a greener, cleaner planet for 
years to come.  
#YouthActivism: Used internationally to highlight the power of youth, especially as a driving 
force for change in various social issues. 
#BahamasPlasticWarriors: The title of students at the Bahamas Plastic Movement’s ‘Plastic 
Camp’, embodying dedication, adaptability, and passion.

- sample press release

 ~https://tinyurl.com/yyhr58d9

- approved images 

 ~https://tinyurl.com/y5pnu2de

- film poster 

 ~https://tinyurl.com/y66e5nce



https://www.instagram.com/bahamasplasticmovement/

https://www.instagram.com/conchboyfilms/
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Social media continued
hashtags: 

#PlasticBan2020 or #PlasticFree242: Used by Bahamas Plastic Movement to highlight the 
recent plastic ban in the Bahamas initiated by BPM’s Plastic Warriors. 
#PlasticWarriorsFilm: Please use this for any post related to the film as we wish to cross-pro-
mote the film and your organization with the goal of reaching as many individuals as possible. 

facebook: 

(Please use these captions, but make sure that user handles are viable in the post! All suggested 
visuals can be found above or through this link (https://tinyurl.com/y4b4hwwc)

As #PlasticFreeJuly concludes, please join us in the screening of Plastic Warriors, a documenta-
ry by Lavado Stubbs (@conchboyfilms) that follows Kristal ‘Ocean’ Ambrose’s fight against 
plastic pollution. @bahamasplasticmovement uses citizen science and research with help from 
partners @space2create @plasticpollutes @noplasticstraws @algalita @capeeleutherainstitute 
and @oneeleuthera, to develop a strong sense of dedication amongst young Bahamians in the 
fight against plastic pollution. Recently, Kristal’s #BahamasPlasticWarriors initiated a #Plas-
ticBan2020 in The Bahamas. Join us (insert screening details). To view Plastic Warriors visit 
(link) and learn more at (insert webpage). #PlasticWarriorsFilm 
 
Join us in the screening of Plastic Warriors (insert screening details). Plastic Warriors is a doc-
umentary by Lavado Stubbs (@conchboyfilms) that highlights Kristal ‘Ocean’ Ambrose and her 
#BahamasPlasticWarriors fight against plastic pollution. While the Bahamas is known for its 
breathtaking beaches, foreign plastic infests these landscapes. Tethered to the ocean, Kristal 
decided to own the fight against plastic pollution. She started a Nonprofit organization (@baha-
masplasticmovement) and utilizes the power of the youth with the help of partners including 
@Spacetocreate242, @oneeleuthera, and more. To learn more visit (insert webpage link) #Plas-
ticWarriorsFilm #YouthActivism. 
 
After watching marine debris and single-use plastic bags, styrofoam containers, and disposable 
utensils consume the beaches of The Bahamas, environmental scientist Kristal ‘Ocean’ Ambrose 
knew she had to attack the issue head-on. Plastic Warriors, a documentary by Lavado Stubbs 
(@conchboyfilms) follows Kristal and her Nonprofit organization @bahamasplasticmovement. 
She utilizes hands-on experiences with help from partners including @capeeleutherainstatute 
and @oneeleuthera and incorporates the creativity, determination, and joy of youth, the #Baha-
masPlasticWarriors. As a result of their work, The Bahamas has initiated a plastic ban in 2020 
#PlasticBan2020. Become inspired to create change through your own actions, communities, 
and country after watching Plastic Warriors. (Insert screening details). Learn more at (insert 
webpage link) #PlasticWarriorsFilm #YouthActivism

1. 

2. 

3. 



twitter: captions 

SAVE THE DATE! On XXXX we will be screening #PlasticWarriorsFilm. Dive into the story of 
Kristal ‘Ocean’ Ambrose and anticipate inspiration for change. Learn more at (insert webpage) 
#BahamasPlasticWarriors #PlasticFreeJuly

CALLING ALL OCEAN ENTHUSIASTS! Join us for a screening of  #PlasticWarriorsFilm and 
learn about Kristal ‘Ocean’ Ambrose’ battle against plastic pollution. Learn more at (insert web-
page) #BahamasPlasticWarriors

From refusing plastic straws to initiating a national plastic ban, learn how to fight against plastic 
pollution during our screening of #PlasticWarriorsFilm. Learn more at (insert webpage) #Baha-
masPlasticWarriors #PlasticBan2020

instagram:  
(Please use these captions, but make sure that user handles are viable in the post! All suggested 
visuals can be found above or through this link (https://tinyurl.com/y4b4hwwc)
As #PlasticFreeJuly concludes, please join us in the screening of Plastic Warriors, a documentary 
by Lavado Stubbs (@conchboyfilms) that follows Kristal ‘Ocean’ Ambrose’s fight against plastic 
pollution. @bahamasplasticmovement utilizes citizen science and research with help from their 
partners @ceibahamas and @oneeleutherafoundation_ to develop dedication amongst young 
Bahamaias in the fight against plastic pollution. Recently, Kristal’s #BahamasPlasticWarriors 
initiated The Bahamas’ #PlasticBan2020. Join us (insert screening details). To learn more about 
Plastic Warriors visit (insert webpage) and to view the trailer visit (link).  #PlasticWarriorsFilm 
Join us in the screening of Plastic Warriors (insert screening details)! Plastic Warriors is a docu-
mentary by Lavado Stubbs (@conchboyfilms) that highlights Kristal ‘Ocean’ Ambrose and her 
#BahamasPlasticWarriors fight against plastic pollution. The Bahamas is known for its breathtak-
ing beaches, but foreign plastic infests these landscapes. Tethered to the ocean, Kristal decided 
to own the fight against plastic pollution. She started a Nonprofit organization @bahamasplas-
ticmovement which utilizes the power of the youth with the help of partners including 
@space2create, @oneeleutherafoundation_, and more. To learn more visit (insert webpage link) 
#PlasticWarriorsFilm #YouthActivism. 
After watching styrofoam containers, plastic bags, and disposable utensils consume the beaches 
in The Bahamas, environmental scientist Kristal ‘Ocean’ Ambrose knew she had to attack the 
issue head-on. Plastic Warriors, a documentary by Lavado Stubbs (@conchboyfilms) follows 
Kristal and her Nonprofit organization @bahamasplasticmovement. She utilizes hands-on experi-
ences thanks to partners @ceibahamase and @oneeleutherafoundation_ and incorporates the 
creativity, determination, and joy of youth, the #BahamasPlasticWarriors. As a result of their 
work, The Bahamas has initiated  #PlasticBan20200. Become inspired to create change through 
your own actions, communities, and country after watching Plastic Warriors. (Insert screening 
details). Learn more at (insert webpage link) #PlasticWarriorsFilm #YouthActivism
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Bahamas Plastic Movement
the bahamas plastic movement: a nonprofit environmental organization located in 

southern eleuthera, bahamas 

“We believe in plastic free. It’s a better life for you and me.” 
     - Plastic Warriors

 
The Bahamas Plastic Movement (BPM) was founded by Kristal ‘Ocean’ Ambrose during her battle against 
plastic pollution. BPM aims to build a community of education and activism around plastic pollution through 
youth, empowering Bahamians to contribute to hands-on citizen science and environmental leadership. BPM 
attacks plastic pollution through research, education, citizen science, and policy change. Students, specifical-
ly in plastic camp, are heavily involved in finding the root of the problem through research, educating others 
about the problem, connecting to others through scientific research, and creating tangible solutions. This 
route of education provides a holistic approach to the issue of plastic pollution; they call themselves plastic 
warriors. 
 
 Plastic warriors are fearless, willing to partner with community members, and dedicated to finding 
solutions to the issue of plastic pollution. They are dissecting stomachs’ of Mahi-mahi, trolling the pelagic 
zone for plastic, creating signs, and refusing to use plastic forks by utilizing resources around them for 
cutlery. They are 20% of the population, but 100% of the future and they know they are the change. 

 Recently, plastic warriors Charma Morley (15), Traliyah Carey (15), Glenderia Francis (16), Abigail 
Ramnarine (10), and Tarryn Johnson (14) traveled with Kristal to The Bahamas’ capital, Nassau, proposing 
a ban on plastic bags, straws, utensils, styrofoam and balloon releases, which was recently enacted in January 
2020.
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kristal ambrose - bahamas plastic movement founder

“I hate the thought of a child from another generation
 not experiencing the ocean for years to come, and 
that’s what drives me to continue this work. The 
connection my father has to the ocean, the connection 
of my country to the ocean, I am viscerally tied to the ocean” 
     -Kristal Ambrose

 Kristal Ambrose, or ‘Kristal Ocean’, is an environmental scientist studying marine debris and 
plastic pollution in The Bahamas, devoting her life’s work to the fight against plastic pollution. She is 
a graduate of Gannon University in Erie, PA with a Bachelor’s degree in Interdisciplinary Studies 
(focus on Environmental Science, Biology and Education). Most recently, she completed her graduate 
studies at Dalhousie University in Halifax, Canada, attaining her Master’s degree in Marine Manage-
ment, focusing on plastic pollution research. Her career in the environmental field spans over a 
decade, and her accomplishments include the 2014 Environmental Youth Leader Award from The 
Government of The Bahamas, moderating an event at the United Nations Environment Assembly in 
Nairobi, Kenya December 2017 on international governance for marine litter, 2017 Unsung Hero 
Award, and recent naming of Ocean Hero by musician Jack Johnson. 
 
 After sailing across the Pacific Ocean in 2012 to study the Western Garbage Patch, Kristal was 
inspired to spark a plastic pollution revolution in her home, The Bahamas. In 2013, she began The 
Plastic Beach Project; a citizen science-based initiative that studied plastic concentrations on beaches 
in The Bahamas. Her passion for the issue led her to develop and launch Bahamas Plastic Movement 
(BPM), a non-profit organization geared towards raising awareness and finding solutions to plastic 
pollution. Since embarking on her journey for change through the Bahamas Plastic Movement, she 
has brought awareness of the issue to a global audience. A fundamental program run by her organiza-
tion BPM is the Plastic Pollution Education and Ocean Conservation Summer Camp. This tuition-free 
intensive program is geared toward transforming the Bahamian students’ attitudes towards the marine 
environment by helping them understand their role in protecting it from plastic pollution. In 2018, 
Kristal and her youth delegation successfully engaged the government of The Bahamas to ban 
single-use plastics, styrofoam, and balloons in the entire country, now enacted as of January 2020.
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Quotes & Bios

learn more about kristal here : 
https://tinyurl.com/y3jqwfqn
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Quotes & Bios
lavado stubbs - director and producer born in raised in nassau, bahamas 

“What people are going to take away 
from this film is that it takes 
just a small step to make a change” 
   - Lavado Stubbs 

 Lavado’s film experience in 
Nassau, Toronto, Orlando and Los Angeles 
includes working on the production of TV shows and series at networks such as the Food Network 
(Restaurant Makeover), Nickelodeon (Teen Nick Halo Awards) and MTV (Real World). He directed 
a short-documentary titled, “AFTER:The Kellie Greene Story”, which won first place at the Enzian 
Film Slam Film competition and was chosen among several films as one of the Best of Brouhaha Film 
and Video Showcase. It went on to become an official selection of several film festivals, including the 
Florida Film Festival. Its major achievement was its selection for a special screening at the American 
Pavilion Emerging Filmmakers Showcase at the Cannes Film Festival. This resulted in “AFTER: The 
Kellie Greene Story” being distributed as a short
film for airing on Direct TV.

 Additionally, in 2014, Lavado directed, and Conchboy Films produced, a Bahamian version of
Pharrell Williams’ “Happy.” This video went viral with over 100,000 views on YouTube
and was featured on CBS network show, “The Insider,” and a United Nations website
generated for International Day of Happiness, along with rave reviews throughout the Bahamas. 
Lavado and Conchboy Films were commissioned by Sony Music
Entertainment to direct and produce a music video for Grammy award-winning group, Baha Men.

learn more about lavado here : 
http://conchboy.com/
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Plastic Warriors Web Resources
how does plastic pollution impact the bahamas? 

 The Bahamas is known for its breathtaking ocean landscapes, but plastic is consuming the 
beaches. 70% of tourists choose The Bahamas as their vacation destination because of the beaches, 
and if the beaches are polluted tourism will plummet leading to an $8.5 million economic loss. Addi-
tionally, as plastic infests the beaches, it infects the water causing marine species including Mahi-ma-
hi and grouper, fish that Bahamians and tourists alike consume.

 As the world becomes overrun by single-use plastics, our ecosystems, food chains, and biodi-
versity are changing, and not for the better. Whales are washing up to shore with stomachs full of plas-
tic bags, turtles’ air passages are blocked by plastic straws, and fishing nets are entangling elephant 
seals. As one species becomes extinct as a result of plastic pollution, a cascade of issues tumbles. Now 
more than ever, we are seeing the voice of the youth and their determination to create change so future 
generations can experience the joy of the outdoors. 

links : 
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/habitats/plastic-pollution/ 

https://tinyurl.com/yato2cbo (economic perspective) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yomf5pBN8dY 

links : plastic warrior youth work
https://tinyurl.com/y48r9ha5
https://www.bahamasplasticmovement.org  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aSr0Hb70qX4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RU_B0dkO87o 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOke-gxAXXQ  
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Partners

Partners Social Media

business partner : 
Allen Exploration
https://allenexploration.com  

non-profit partners : 
Algalita Marine Research and Education
https://algalita.org 
Cable Bahamas Cares Foundation
https://cablebahamascares.org 
Cape Eleuthera Institute
http://www.ceibahamas.org
Eleuthera Arts and Cultural Center
https://tinyurl.com/yauz8jtu
Island School Outreach
https://www.islandschooloutreach.org 
Johnson Ohana Foundation
https://www.johnsonohana.org 
Lyford Cay Foundation
https://www.lyfordcayfoundation.org 
One Eleuthera Foundation 
https://oneeleuthera.org 
Plastic Pollution Coalition
https://www.plasticpollutioncoalition.org 
Space 2 Create
https://www.space2create.org 
The Last Plastic Straw
https://tinyurl.com/ycz2sjzf

facebook and instagram : 
Allen Exploration
@AllenExploration @x_exploration
Algalita Marine Research and Education
@Algalita @algalita
Cape Eleuthera Institute
@capeeleutherainstitute @ceibahamas
Eleuthera Arts and Cultural Center
https://tinyurl.com/ydewvccu 
@oneeleutherafoundation_
Island School Outreach
@islandschooloutreach 
@islandschooloutreach
Johnson Ohana Foundation
#johnsonohanafoundation
Lyford Cay Foundation
@LyfordCayFoundations
@lyfordcay.foundations
One Eleuthera Foundation 
@oneeleuthera
@oneeleutherafoundation_
Plastic Pollution Coalition
@PlasticPollution @plasticpollutes
Space 2 Create
@Spacetocreate242 @space2create
The Last Plastic Straw
@TheLastPlasticStraw 
@noplasticstraws

Our 5 most engaged partners were Space 2 Create, the One Eleuthera Foundation, The Last Plastic Straw, Plastic 
Pollution Coalition, and Algalita Marine Research and Education; they are also highlighted below. Where partners are 

mentioned please use the handles of 2-3 partners found below. 

thank you to all the partners who supported plastic warriors 
and our 2019 plastic pollution education summer camp



Discussion Questions
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Here you can find questions about topics Plastic Warriors focuses on including plastic pollution and 
youth activism. These questions are posed to spark conversation and change in viewer’s lives and 

communities. Use these questions to guide conversations or make your own. 

What feelings emerge when you reflect on the state of our oceans? Are you hopeful? Are you disheart-
ened? 

What are some ways you can decrease your use of plastic in your everyday life? How can you 
decrease your use of plastic when visiting another country? If you are stuck, reference our external 
sources for ideas. 

How could you encourage friends and family to change their everyday plastic usage and overcome 
statements like “it’s just one cup” or “I’m just one person”. How could this altered mindset impact 
other social issues? 
 
How is your community affected by plastic pollution and how can you raise awareness? This commu-
nity could be your family, your school, or like in Plastic Warriors your country.  

What inspires you? What motivates you to make a change?

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Resources

Conscious questioning before purchasing
https://tinyurl.com/yary9n73

100 ways to reduce your plastic footprint… 
there must be 1, 2, or 100 you can do! 

https://myplasticfreelife.com/plasticfreeguide/ 
What Patagonia has to say
https://tinyurl.com/yb4le8j3 

5 minutes on plastic bags alone
https://tinyurl.com/y9j5xqps
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Thank you for screening
is there an associated cost?

 Plastic Warriors aims to inspire and continue the fight against plastic pollution. Our goal is to 
circulate this film and its values to as many people as possible, so there is no fee for non-profits and 
educators to screen the film. We hope Plastic Warriors is screened at free and public events, again, in 
hopes to circulate its message to as many people as possible. If you are interested in hosting a screen-
ing as a for-profit company, please contact bahamasplasticmovement@gmail.com. If you wish to 
make a donation to our organization please visit https://www.bahamasplasticmovement.org/


